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Description

[0001] This invention relates to a cartridge and cartridge/nozzle combinations for dispensing fluent material into creases or garments or fabrics. The cartridge or cartridge/nozzle combination has a dispensing aperture and the fluent material is of such viscosity that a pressure is needed to cause the material to be dispensed through the dispensing aperture.

[0002] Cartridges of this type have been known for at least fifteen years, and one form of known cartridge is set forth in European Patent No. 0059413, and is used in the application of crease setting composition (which forms the fluent material) to garment creases to render them more permanent. The crease setting composition originally used typically was a synthetic resin based material which is thermosetting so that it cures when heated to render the crease more permanent, but nowadays it is more usual to use a naturally setting composition, which is still resin based. The known cartridge comprises an elongate, plastic material body which contains the resin and has a piston therein at one end of the body. At the other end, the interior communicates with a transverse bore, and into the bore is fitted (initially) a plug which prevents the resin from leaking out of the bore when the cartridge is not in use. When the cartridge is to be used, the plug is removed and is replaced by a nozzle tube which is fitted into the bore.

[0003] The nozzle tube is closed at one end, is hollow, has a hole therein communicating with the body interior, and at the other end has a nozzle outlet slit from which the resin is dispensed as a fine narrow ribbon, when pressure is applied to the piston. The pressure may be applied to the piston by mechanical means or by fluid pressure, specifically compressed air.

[0004] As the resin is dispensed, the cartridge is moved along the line of the crease of the garment, either by manual judgement, or by machine, the nozzle slit lying along the line of the crease.

[0005] When the cartridge is exhausted of resin, it is thrown away. However, it is often the case that a cartridge may be used periodically depending upon demand, and when it is not in use, but still retains some useable resin, it is stored.

[0006] The system has been successful and the components thereof have operated satisfactorily for many years, but there is now a demand for better performance, in that in attempts to prevent the resin at the nozzle outlet from hardening, for example by being left exposed to the atmosphere when stored, it has become the recommended practice to put the cartridge when stored in a cradle device so that the nozzle tip lies in a bath of oil. The oil prevents the air from coming into contact with the nozzle tip, and so prevents the residual resin in the nozzle tip from curing.

[0007] This use of oil is not really satisfactory in that the oil may be spilled if the cradle is knocked, and also there is the possibility that the oil will come into contact with the garment being treated, which can result in an undesired staining of the garment, and removal of the stain requires the use of solvent or requires dry cleaning. This is a considerable disadvantage to the person providing the permanent creasing service.

[0008] A major difficulty with the existing cartridge arrangements is the keeping of the nozzle slit in alignment with the crease and the body of the cartridge. Although various means have been tried, as these nozzles tend to be used in a rough way by operatives, it happens that the nozzle slit becomes out of alignment with crease by becoming twisted relative to the body, and the result is that the resin is not applied in the correct manner rendering the process inefficient at best and useless at worst.

[0009] Again, in some machines the cartridge is suspended to lie with the length direction extending vertically, with the cartridge free to swing to a limited extent as the garment, usually trousers, is pulled vertically past the cartridge. This swinging is needed to allow the cartridge to accommodate the widening shape of trousers from bottoms to the waistband. Conventional cartridges have not been able to operate totally effectively in such machines.

[0010] Additionally, when use is made of compressed air to force the piston along the body for the dispensing of the resin, a removable plug is placed in the end of the body to enable the connection of the air supply, and that plug must make air tight contact with the body for the driving by the compressed air to be effective. This can cause a problem, and special coupling devices are needed. These coupling devices are difficult to insert and remove properly, and operators find them difficult to work with as they are or soon become very tight.

[0011] Finally, by the use of a removable plug to form the mounting for the air supply coupling, there is the possibility that the cartridges can be refilled by removing the plug. Refilling of the cartridges is not recommended, as invariably there will be residue of resin from the first filling which may be cured, and can cause inefficiencies in cartridge operation, leading to unsatisfactory results. Also, air can become trapped in the cartridge which causes a resin quality problem, and for best results in any event a used cartridge should be cleaned before reuse.

[0012] DE-A-1954812 shows such a cartridge which includes a cap with a releasable bayonet fitting to the cartridge body.

[0013] The present invention aims to provide an improved cartridge and cartridge/nozzle combination which has/have a number of novel and inventive features which overcome the difficulties mentioned above. The cartridge is also easier to make, and is easier to use.

[0014] According to the invention there is provided, in a first aspect, a cartridge for or containing a fluent composition to be dispensed therefrom through an aperture of the cartridge, said cartridge comprising a one piece plastic moulding defining a body containing or for containing the composition having an integral dispensing nozzle, the outlet of which forms the aperture of the car-
tridge for dispensing a ribbon of fluent composition the body containing a piston for dispensing the fluent material by the application of fluid under pressure on the piston, and a cap sealed to the body at the end opposing the nozzle, said cap having an integral fluid pressure connection by which the fluid pressure source can be connected to the cartridge to drive the piston and characterised in that the cap is permanently sealed to the body.

Preferably, the body is elongate and the slit extends in the direction of the length of the body.

Preferably, the nozzle is in the form of a narrow tongue projecting from the body at one end thereof.

Preferably, the nozzle sleeve bore is of constant cross section in the shape of the narrow slit, and it is also preferred that the body is elongate and has the tongue at one end thereof, and the nozzle slit extends in the direction of the length of the body when the nozzle is received in the tongue.

In one arrangement, the tongue is narrower in one direction than in the other, and the tongue lies with its wide direction lying in the length direction of the body.

It is preferred that there is a range of sizes of nozzle, each having a different width of slit for the dispensing of different widths of ribbon of fluent material, and particular advantage is gained by providing that the nozzle or each nozzle has gripping means whereby the nozzle can be gripped and removed from or inserted into the cartridge tongue.

When the nozzle is inserted in the tongue, it is preferred that its sleeve portion is in the tongue bore and the gripping means is to the outside of the tongue.

Preferably the nozzle and tongue have interengaging catch means to prevent the nozzle from being forced out of the tongue in use, and the catch means comprises a catch bead on at least one of the nozzle and tongue so that when the nozzle is applied the nozzle or tongue has to be snapped over the catch bead.

The cartridge may have integral guide means thereon in the form of one or more fin formations which is or are adapted to lie in the crease to which the fluent material is to be applied, and the fin formation or fin formations may be aligned with the nozzle slit when the nozzle is inserted into the tongue. Specifically, the body defines an axis extending in the length direction, and there are at least two fin formations which are spaced apart lengthwise of the body, and of which the edges which lie in the crease of the garment lie in a plane which lies at a slight angle to the said body axis, and when the nozzle is inserted into the tongue, it projects further from the body than the fin formations.

To ensure best application of resin to the crease, the end of the nozzle having the slit lies at a slight angle to the body axis.

By preferred features exact and fixed alignment of the nozzle with the body axis can be achieved, and by making the fin formations integral with the body, further alignment security is achieved. Of particular advantage is that the nozzle is of narrow shape (narrow rectangular in cross section) with a bore of constant cross section in the shape of the slit, which fits into the narrow tongue bore (of the same narrow rectangular cross section as the sleeve of the nozzle). This ensures exact alignment and avoidance of turning of the nozzle relative to the body, and the achievement of more consistently efficient operation of the process. The fin formation and design ensures more consistent results in the process where the cartridge is suspended for swinging movement as discussed above, by inclining the fin formation edges relative to the body axis. The nozzle slit being held securely in alignment with the body axis, and the fin formations also being so held, provides for a most exact and controlled application of the crease setting composition, not achievable in the prior art.

Preferably where the cap is sealed to the body it has a stepped cross section, and the body has a corresponding stepped cross section, so that the cap and body at the sealed region fit together in an overlapping fashion, the overlapping parts being sealed together, and the stepped portion of the cap may lie to the outside or inside of the stepped portion of the body. The cap of body may additionally be held together by being screwed, bayonet or otherwise fitted together, and the parts may be additionally connected by a layer of the resin therebetween.

By permanently sealing the cap to the body, refilling is prevented, and also there is no danger of the atmosphere reaching the resin at that end of the cartridge body.

The various aspects of the invention can be used independently of one another or in any combination.

An example of a cartridge/nozzle combination embodying the aspects of the present invention will now be described, by way of example, with reference to the accompanying drawings, wherein

Fig. 1 shows a diagrammatic arrangement indicating the operation of a cartridge according to the present invention;

Fig. 2 is an enlarged sectional elevation taken on the line 2-2 in Fig. 1;

Fig. 3 is a sectional elevation to an even further enlarged scale taken on the line 3-3 in Fig. 1;
Fig. 4 is an enlarged sectional view of the cartridge shown in Fig. 1, and in accordance with a first aspect of the invention;

Fig. 5 is a sectional elevation to an enlarged scale taken on the line 5-5 of Fig. 1;

Fig. 6 is a sectional elevation to an enlarged scale taken on the line 6-6 in Fig. 4;

Fig. 7 is a side view showing a portion of the cartridge with a removable nozzle in accordance with another embodiment of the present invention;

Fig. 8 is a sectional elevation taken on the line 7-7 in Figure 7 to an increased scale;

Fig. 9 is a side view of a practical arrangement of the cartridge of Figure 4 embodying the nozzle of Figs. 7 and 8; and

Fig 10 is a sectional view of the ringed detail of Fig. 9.

[0030] Referring to the drawings, a cartridge for dispensing crease setting composition in the form of a thermosetting resin is indicated by reference numeral 10. The cartridge is a hollow elongate body, and in this example is of circular cross section, but it could be of another cross section as desired. The cartridge has a first end 12 which is for the reception of fluid under pressure, in this case compressed air, and a second end 14 which is the dispensing end of the cartridge, as will be clear hereinafter.

[0031] At the dispensing end, the cartridge has an integral dispensing tongue 16 which along with a pair of guide skids 18 and 20 lies in the vertical symmetrical plane 22 (Fig. 2) of the cartridge.

[0032] In Fig. 1 is shown diagrammatically a source of compressed air, for example a compressor 24 which supplies via a pipe 26 containing a control valve 28, a supply of compressed air to a coupling 30 at the first end of the cartridge. As will be explained, the compressed air is supplied to the interior of the cartridge at the first end and drives a piston 32 inside the cartridge lengthwise from the front end towards the second end. As the piston 32 is so driven, so the crease setting composition inside the cartridge is dispensed from the tongue 16 to an aperture therein.

[0033] Fig. 1 also shows a table 34 supporting the garment 36 (Figs 2 and 3), a crease 38 of which is to have the crease setting composition 40 (shown in Fig. 3) applied thereto.

[0034] Although the apparatus is described as a table 34, it is in fact a long arm which is supported cantilever fashion from a fixed end 42, the other end 44 being free so that the garment can be placed thereon.

[0035] The garment may typically be a pair of trousers of which the creases are to be rendered more permanent.

[0036] In the operation of the apparatus and cartridge the garment 36 is placed on the table 34 as illustrated in Fig. 2, and then the cartridge 10 is brought into position with the tongue 16 at the end of the garment adjacent the fixed end 42 of the table. Air under pressure is connected from the source 24 to the interior of the cartridge to cause the crease setting composition to be dispensed as shown at 42 in Fig. 3 in the form of a fine narrow ribbon into the crease 38. At the same time the operator moves the cartridge 10 as indicated by the arrow 44A in Fig. 1 along the line of the crease, and so the crease setting composition is thereby applied. The operator may control the supply of compressed air via the valve 28 which may in fact be foot operated. It could be hand operated or it could be operated by the positioning of the cartridge into the operative position, or by any other suitable means.

[0037] This basic method of operation, although not particulars of the cartridge, is known and has been practised for many years and continues to be a successful commercial operation.

[0038] The present invention is concerned with the construction of the cartridge, and if reference is now made to Fig. 4, the cartridge 10 is illustrated in cross sectional elevation. It will be seen that the cartridge 10 has a body 50 and the tongue 16 is integral with the body, the body and tongue being formed in a one-piece plastics moulded component. Also integral with the body are the ski guides 18 and 20. The piston 32 is a sealing, sliding fit inside the body 10 so as to trap a quantity of crease setting composition 40 to be dispensed. Fig. 4 shows the cartridge in the full condition.

[0039] At its first end 12 the cartridge has an integral flange 52 to which is sealed a similar flange 54 of a plastic cap 56. The cap 56 also has the coupling pipe or tube 3030 formed therein, and it may if required have a one-way valve 58 to prevent escape of the compressed air after it has been injected into the space behind the piston 32.

[0040] Fig. 5 shows that each of the skids or skis 18 and 20 is provided at its free edge with a tapered cross section 60 to ensure that the edge will fit neatly into the garment crease. These edges also determine the location of the outlet end of the tongue 16 in relation to the garment material, as in fact the dispensing of the fluent composition from the tongue 16 has to be accurately controlled. The outer edge 62 of the tongue may need to be angled at a small angle X to the horizontal (e.g. 5°) so as to give the correct deposition of the ribbon of crease setting composition which is dispensed therefrom.

[0041] Fig. 6 shows the cross section of the tongue 16, and it will be seen to be hollow and comprise a passage of constant width T which controls the thickness of the narrow ribbon which is dispensed from the tongue. The thickness T will be calculated dependent upon the type of garment which is to be treated. For coarser garments such as jeans, a thicker ribbon is required whilst for the medium and largest range of weight of garments a middle thickness T is selected, whilst for lightweight and fine garments the smallest thickness T must be selected. Typ-
ically these thicknesses may be 2mm, 1mm and ½mm.

[0042] At its outlet end, the tongue 16 has its edges chamfered as shown at 64 again for best fitting in the crease of the garment.

[0043] In the arrangement of Fig. 4, the tongue 16 also in fact forms a dispensing nozzle in the form of a narrow outlet slit which is in alignment with the aligned edges of the skis 18 and 20. In any event, the tongue provides an aperture through which the material can be dispensed. Inside the body 10 at the dispensing end 14 the interior defines a shallow conical surface to match the shape of the front of the piston 32 to give maximum dispensing of the material, or the piston and may be designed to be of the shape of the end of the body to ensure maximum dispensing of the composition.

[0044] With the arrangement of Fig. 4, wherein the tongue 16 also forms the dispensing nozzle, it may be necessary to provide a narrow isolating plug or bung which fits into the end of the tongue to close the outlet thereof so that the material in the tongue will not harden when the cartridge is stored when not in use. Alternatively, this particular form of cartridge can be stored with the tongue 16 dipping into an oil isolating bath of known type.

[0045] The advantage of the cartridge arrangement shown in Fig. 4 is the provision of the integral tongue 16 which defines the outlet ribbon size, and it is not necessary to manufacture separate nozzles defining the ribbon size as in the conventional arrangement. Also the integral tongue and fins 20, 18 ensure fixed alignment between the crease and cartridge, and the use of two integral fins ensures excellent stability of the cartridge during use.

[0046] Figs. 7 and 8 however indicate another embodiment of the present invention and referring to Figs. 7 and 8, the tongue 16 is still provided and is shown in these figures, but in this case it will have an interior width W as shown in Figure 8 which is greater than the largest thickness of ribbon to be dispensed from the cartridge. To define the finished ribbon thickness a removable nozzle 70 is applied to the outlet end of the tongue 16. The nozzle 70 as shown in Fig. 8 is of special construction, and is provided with a sleeve portion 72 which fits inside the passage of the tongue 16 basically as shown in Fig. 8, but the top 72A of the sleeve 72 preferably extends for the length of the tongue so as to lie flush with the interior of the body. The nozzle 70 forms a seal with the tongue 16 in the region 74 around the end of the tongue, and the sleeve portion 72 has a through passage 76 which forms the nozzle passage and dictates the final thickness of the ribbon which emerges from the nozzle 70. The nozzle 70 can be of any several sizes so as to define the different widths as indicated in dotted lines at 78 and 80.

[0047] As also shown in Fig. 8, the nozzle 70 has bulbous wings 82 and 84 which form finger grips whereby the nozzle can be gripped and pulled from the tongue 16. In this connection these may be interengaging catch means on the sleeve and tongue to ensure that the parts have to be snapped together and apart. This ensures correct connection and provides a means resisting detachments the nozzle in use.

[0048] The advantage of using this arrangement is that the cartridge with a nozzle 70 fitted can be left standing overnight without being arranged to dip into a bath of oil because as the nozzle 70 is provided with a sleeve portion 72, there is provided a long length of narrow passage in which the material can harden, and the user simply removes the nozzle 70 with the hardened composition therein and throws it away, and inserts a new nozzle. These nozzles are small plastic items and are particularly inexpensive and therefore this is a convenient method of operation and it removes the messiness and undesirable characteristics of using a bath of oil.

[0049] Fig. 9 shows basically the arrangement of Fig. 4 but embodying the detachable nozzle arrangement of Figs 7 and 8, with modifications. Firstly, the piston 100 is of modified form in that it has a bevelled face 102 adapted to the shape of the bevelled end of the interior of the body, to maximise dispensing of the composition. Also, the piston has sealing ring 103 of known form and in a rear recess 105 of the piston is fitted a known non-return blade spring (not shown), which does not resist forward movement of the piston, but resists reverse movement by digging into the wall of the body if any attempt is made to move the piston in the reverse direction.

[0050] Secondly, the end cap 104 which is sealed to the body 106 is so sealed by the means shown in Fig. 10, wherein the stepped end 104A of the cap 104 is fitted over (it could be fitted into) a corresponding stepped end 106A of the body 106, and the overlapped portions are sealed together (by any suitable means).

[0051] Also, the fin formations 110, 112 have their lower edges on a plane 114 which lies at a slight angle Y to the axis 116 of the body 106 of the cartridge, which enables the cartridge to be used in the vertical arrangement referred to herein. This cartridge can also be used in the conventional way. The nozzle 120 and the tongue 122 are designed so that the nozzle tip lies slightly proud of the fin formations 110, 112, but angled for example at the same angle Y, so that the tip lies basically in the same inclined plane 114.

[0052] By the present invention in each of its various aspects taken alone or in combination, there is provided a particularly advantageous and novel cartridge rendering the successful crease setting application methods more convenient and even further improved.

[0053] In a modified arrangement, which could be included in the embodiments set forth, there may be means for preventing refilling of the cartridge from the nozzle end. The means may take any forms and several are described and or indicated below.

[0054] In a first arrangement, inside the cartridge body is moulded a spike shown in dotted lines and indicated by the reference Z in Fig. 4, which engages the piston 32 at the end of the stroke and causes it to tilt or cockle under the air pressure. Alternatively, the spike may puncture the piston as it reaches the end of its travel. Also, the piston skirt may be perforated or may become per-
forated or an air passage may be created at a certain position of the piston along the body so that air can leak past the piston and out of the nozzle. This has the advantage that the cartridge will have an audible indication (the escape of air) of when the resin has been used up. The aperture prevents the refilling of the cartridge from the nozzle end. In another arrangement, the piston will be fitted with hook step or other non return means which engages the bore of the body for example in a recess or shoulder, when the piston reaches a predetermined position, preventing its return along the inside of the body. The hook means may be one or more flaps which are kept alongside the body bore until it or they reach the recess, when they spring or are forced outwards into the recess or the shoulder.

[0055] This aspect of the invention can be used with the other aspects herein set forth.

Claims

1. A cartridge (10) for or containing a fluent composition (40) to be dispensed therefrom through an aperture of the cartridge, said cartridge comprising a one piece plastic moulding defining a body containing or for containing the composition having an integral dispensing nozzle, the outlet of which forms the aperture of the cartridge for dispensing a ribbon of fluent composition, the body containing a piston (32, 100) for dispensing the fluent material by the application of fluid under pressure on the piston, and a cap (56, 104) sealed to the body at the end opposing the nozzle, said cap having an integral fluid pressure connection (30) by which the fluid pressure source can be connected to the cartridge to drive the piston and characterised in that the cap (56, 104) is permanently sealed to the body.

2. A cartridge according to claim 1, wherein the body is elongate and the aperture extends in the direction of the length of the body.

3. A cartridge according to claim 2, wherein the nozzle is in the form of a narrow tongue projecting from the body at one end thereof.

4. A cartridge according to claim 1, wherein the body includes an integral fin formation or fin formations aligned with the longitudinal axis of the body.

5. A cartridge according to claim 4, wherein the body defines an axis extending in the length direction, and there are at least two fin formations which are spaced apart lengthways of the body, and of which the edges lie in the crease of the garment lie in a plane which lies at a slight angle to the said body axis.

6. The cartridge according to claim 4, wherein, when the nozzle is inserted into the tongue, it projects further from the body than the fin formations.

7. A cartridge according to claim 6 wherein the end of the nozzle having the aperture lies at a slight angle to the body axis.

8. A cartridge according to claim 1, wherein the cap is sealed to the body with a stepped cross section, and the body has a corresponding stepped cross section, so that the cap and body at the sealed region fit together in an overlapping fashion, the overlapping parts being sealed together.

9. A cartridge according to claim 1, wherein the stepped portion of the cap lies to the outside of the stepped portion of the body.

10. A cartridge according to claim 1 wherein there are provided means on the body adapted to co-operate with the piston after the piston has travelled a predetermined distance along the length of the body, to prevent the piston from being moved in the reverse direction.

11. A cartridge according to claim 10, wherein the means on the body comprises a spike to engage the piston to tilt, cockle or puncture it.

12. A cartridge according to claim 10, wherein the means on the body comprises a shoulder or step for cooperation with a hook or flap on the piston.

Patentansprüche

1. Eine Kartusche (10) für eine flüssige Zusammensetzung (40) oder zum Enthalten dieser, wobei besagte Kartusche aus einem einstückigen Kunststoff-Formteil besteht, das einen Körper für oder zum Enthalten der Zusammensetzung mit einer integrierten Düse bestimmt, der Auslass derer die Öffnung der Kartusche zum Verteilen eines Streifens einer fließfähigen Zusammensetzung bildet, wobei der Körper einen Kolben (32, 100) zum Verteilen des fließfähigen Materials durch Anwendung der Flüssigkeit unter Druck auf den Kolben enthält, und einen an dem der Düse gegenüberliegenden Körperende angeschlossenen Deckel (56, 104), wobei besagter Deckel eine integrierte Flüssigkeitsdruckverbindung (30) aufweist, mit der die Flüssigkeitsdruckquelle an die Kartusche angeschlossen werden kann, um den Kolben zu betreiben, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass der Deckel (56, 104) permanent an den Körper angeschlossen ist.

2. Eine Kartusche nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekenn-
Eine Kartusche nach Anspruch 4, 6.
Eine Kartusche nach Anspruch 4, 5.
Eine Kartusche nach Anspruch 1, 4.
Eine Kartusche nach Anspruch 2, 3.
Eine Kartusche nach Anspruch 1, 8.
Eine Kartusche nach Anspruch 6, 7.
Eine Kartusche nach Anspruch 1, wenn die Düse in die Zunge eingezeichnet, dass
to der besagten Körperachse befindet.
Eine Kartusche nach Anspruch 4, dass
er Körper eine längliche Form aufweist.
Eine Kartusche nach Anspruch 1, 10.
Eine Kartusche nach Anspruch 1, 9.
Eine Kartusche nach Anspruch 1, 11.
Eine Kartusche nach Anspruch 10, 12.

Revendications

1. Cartouche (10) destinée à contenir ou contenant une composition fluide (40) devant être distribuée hors de la cartouche à travers une ouverture de la cartouche, ladite cartouche comprenant un moulage en plastique monobloc délimitant un corps, contenant ou destiné à contenir la composition, ayant un orifice de distribution intégral dont la sortie forme l’ouverture de la cartouche pour distribuer un ruban de composition fluide, le corps contenant un piston (32, 100) pour distribuer le matériau fluide par application au piston d’un fluide sous pression, et un embout (56, 104) scellé sur le corps à l’extrémité opposée de l’orifice de distribution, ledit embout ayant un raccord de pression de fluide intégral (30) qui permet de raccorder la source de prssion de fluide à la cartouche pour mener le piston, et caractérisée en ce que l’embout (56, 104) est scellé au corps de façon permanente.

2. Cartouche selon la revendication 1, dans laquelle le corps est allongé et l’ouverture s’étend dans la direction de la longueur du corps.

3. Cartouche selon la revendication 2, dans laquelle l’orifice de distribution prend la forme d’une languette étroite qui fait saillie hors du corps sur une extrémité de celui-ci.

4. Cartouche selon la revendication 1, dans laquelle le corps comprend une ou plusieurs formations en ailette(s) alignée(s) sur l’axe longitudinal du corps.

5. Cartouche selon la revendication 4, dans laquelle le corps définit un axe dans la direction longitudinale, et il existe au moins deux formations en ailettes qui sont écartées l’une de l’autre dans le sens de la longueur du corps, et dont les bords reposent dans le pli du vêtement, dans un plan légèrement incliné relativement à l’axe dudit corps.

6. Cartouche selon la revendication 4, dans laquelle, lorsque l’orifice de distribution est introduit dans la languette, il fait saillie plus loin que les formations en ailettes relativement au corps.


8. Cartouche selon la revendication 1, dans laquelle

zeichnet, dass der Körper eine längliche Form aufweist und die Öffnung sich in die Richtung der Länge des Körpers erstreckt.

3. Eine Kartusche nach Anspruch 2, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Düse die Form einer schmalen Zunge aufweist, die vom Körper an einem Ende desselben hervorstehst.

4. Eine Kartusche nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass der Körper eine integrierte Rippenform oder Rippenformen aufweist, die auf die Längsachse es Körpers ausgerichtet sind.

5. Eine Kartusche nach Anspruch 4, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass der Körper eine sich in die Länge erstreckende Achse bestimmt, und wenigstens zwei Rippenformen bestehen, die längsseitig vom Körper im Abstand von einander angeordnet sind und deren Kanten in der Falte des Kleidungsstückes in einer Ebene liegen, die sich in einer etwas schrägen Lage zu der besagten Körperachse befindet.

6. Eine Kartusche nach Anspruch 4, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass wenn die Düse in die Zunge eingeführt wird, diese weiter vom Körper hervorstehst als die Rippenformen.

7. Eine Kartusche nach Anspruch 6, dadurch gekennzeichnet, die eine Öffnung aufweisende Düse etwas schräg zur der Körperachse liegt.

8. Eine Kartusche nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass der Deckel mit einem stufenförmigen Querschnitt am Körper angeschlossen ist und der Körper einen entsprechenden stufenförmigen Querschnitt aufweist, so dass der Deckel und Körper an dem versiegelten Teil in einer Weise zusammenpassen, so dass sie überlappen und die überlappenden Teile zusammen versiegelt werden.

9. Eine Kartusche nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass der stufenförmige Teil des Deckels sich an der Außenseite des stufenförmigen Teils des Körpers befindet.

10. Eine Kartusche nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass Mittel am Körper bereitgestellt sind, die adaptiert sind, um mit dem Kolben zusammenzuarbeiten, nachdem derselbe sich um eine vorbestimmte Entfernung an der Körperlänge entlang bewegt hat, um zu verhindern, dass der Kolben in die rückwärtige Richtung bewegt wird.

11. Eine Kartusche nach Anspruch 10, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass das Mittel am Körper ein Dorn ist, der in den Kolben eingreift, um denselben zu kippen, zu runzeln oder zu durchstechen.

l’embout est scellé sur le corps avec une coupe transversale à épaulement, et le corps a une coupe transversale du corps présente un épaulement correspondant, de sorte que l’embout et le corps s’adaptent ensemble avec un chevauchement dans la région scellée, les parties qui se chevauchent étant scellées ensemble.

9. Cartouche selon la revendication 1, dans laquelle la partie à épaulement de l’embout se trouve sur l’extérieur de la partie à épaulement du corps.

10. Cartouche selon la revendication 1, dans laquelle sont prévus, sur le corps, des moyens adaptés pour coopérer avec le piston, après que le piston s’est déplacé sur une distance prédéterminée le long du corps, pour empêcher le piston de se déplacer dans le sens inverse.

11. Cartouche selon la revendication 10, dans laquelle les moyens placés sur le corps comprennent une pointe qui s’engage avec le piston pour l’incliner, le gondoler ou le percer.

12. Cartouche selon la revendication 10, dans laquelle les moyens placés sur le corps comprennent un épaulement ou gradin qui coopère avec un crochet ou un volet placé sur le piston.